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Structure and Membership

• Subcommittee Co-Chairs:
» Alex Alben, OCIO
» Michael Schutzler, WTIA

• Membership
» 25 participants
» Public Sector membership includes; City of Seattle, Washington State Department of 

Commerce, WSDOT, OCIO, WaTech, University of Washington, legislators and 
legislative staff

» Private Sector membership includes; Manufacturers (pending), TNC’s (Uber, Lyft); 
Software (Microsoft, Amazon and others); Verizon.

» Other:  Teamsters, WTIA
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduction of Co-Chairs	Captain Dan Hall, WSP	Kenton Brine, President of the Northwest Insurance Council (Not able to attend) Attendees	Ms. Debi Besser, Washington Traffic Safety Commission Initiation of Sub-CommitteePlanning of the safety sub-committee began in early July, 2018 by the WTSC and WSP.  Co-chairs were identified and a list of potential subcommittee members was established.  An invitation e-mail was sent to all potential members asking for their participation and to forward the invitation to anyone else they felt would be interested and/or needed to be a part of the subcommittee.  Our intent was to cast as wide a net as possible to attract a diverse stakeholder group and broad knowledge base. The safety subcommittee currently consists of 65 active members and 13 others that have asked to receive e-mail updates.  The subcommittee includes representatives of the public sector to include DOL, WTSC, WSP, Association of Washington Cities, DOT, City of Seattle, DOH, and others; as well as the private sector to include the Cascade bicycle club, Hopelink, AAA Washington, Futurewise, Parkside Driving Schools, insurance industry representatives and others.



Meetings to Date

• Planning of the Safety Subcommittee began in early July, 2018.

• First meeting held September 7.

• Second meeting scheduled for October 29, 2pm in Seattle 
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Presentation Notes
To date, the subcommittee has held three formal meetings, with 25 to 35 people in attendance, and all have featured great participation, interaction and input from the attendees.  The first subcommittee meeting was held on Tuesday, August 21st.  During this meeting, we explained the purpose of the subcommittee and how a consensus would be reached.  It was thoroughly discussed that these meetings are all inclusive and that all opinions and suggestions would be documented and forwarded to the executive committee.  Consensus was attained by asking for agreement from the members and asking if there were any dissenting opinions.  The recommendations and discussion forms were completed during the meetings, and draft versions were sent to all members requesting input, edits, or alternate opinions.  Any dissenting opinions were included in the final recommendations and discussion.Ideas for both short and long term priorities were discussed and written on large poster boards for everyone to read.Once all ideas were shared, subcommittee members were asked for vote for their top 3 short term priorities to be thoroughly discussed in follow-up meetings, before being presented to the Executive Committee in late October.Other ideas were recorded and will be discussed at future meetings. The second meeting was held on Monday, September 17th.During this meeting, subcommittee members discussed the three priorities and started to complete the recommendations and discussion forms.Experts were brought in to provide some background and current information on the topics being discussed.Input from all parties was documented.After the meeting, copies of the forms were sent to all subcommittee members for additional input and edits. The third meeting was held on Monday, September 24th.During this meeting, additional information and position clarifications were added to the forms and edits made.After the meeting, the co-chairs and WTSC personnel finalized the recommendations/discussion forms and sent them out again for additional comment from the membership. I am pleased to report that as a result of these meetings, we have two recommendations and one discussion to report to the Executive Committee.  We will also be forwarding questions to the Licensing Subcommittee for their consideration and discussion. 



Subcommittee 
Recommendations

» No specific recommendations at this point in time, as we 
need to conduct analysis and do research on the issues 
identified above.  We have developed a grid of issues we 
need to discuss and research.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we are to realize the potential lives saved by autonomous vehicles, we need to educate the public with fact-based information of what they are, and what they are not.  There is AV technology out on our roads today, but the vast majority of people have little factual information about the technology and this lack of knowledge reduces the effectiveness of the technology and can create safety hazards when people expect automated features to do more than they are designed to do. The lack of information regarding this technology also creates an environment of distrust for AV’s that if not overcome, can slow acceptance of AV features and therefore slow the potential lifesaving results.  Funding:  $200,000 be provided in SFY2020, to gather existing information, research and document the current state of public knowledge surrounding automated vehicle technology and beliefs, develop platforms and partnerships, and a comprehensive strategic communications plan.$1,000,000 be provided in SFY2021, to implement the strategic communication plan.$200,000 be provided in SFY2022, to evaluate the strategic communications plan and provide recommendations for a long-term framework for public education and outreach related to AVS.  The recommended dollar amounts listed are our best estimated costs based on past traffic safety education campaigns which were considered to be successful.  The messaging in the strategic communications plan would be culturally appropriate, multi-lingual, and tailored to reach all audiences to ensure broad access. There were discussions by some that question the need for the public sector to be providing education around AV, and believe it should be provided by the manufacturers and dealers.  However, there is a clear public safety benefit to people understanding both the current safety features in their cars, and the longer-term traffic safety benefits of Highly Autonomous Vehicles (HAVs).     Health Impact Assessment (HIA)Conduct a modified Health Impact Assessment, with emphasis on identifying disproportionate impacts on disadvantaged populations. A Health Impact Assessment is a tool used to outline the likely public health impacts of various scenarios so that policy makers can understand the implications of an approach before decisions are made.  The HIA will provide strategies to maximize the positive impacts of a decision, and develop mitigation strategies for negative impacts. While it may be years before fully autonomous vehicles are using our roadways, the safety subcommittee believes it is imperative the State thoroughly understand the impacts of this technology on all communities to help guide the decision making process and maximize the public good. A Health Impact Assessment for Autonomous Vehicles can help identify changes to our current transportation system, for example;Changes to commercial vehicles, mass transit, shared fleets and private ownership.Changes that will occur when AVs are first introduced into an environment that will still mostly be comprised of traditional vehicles.Changes that will occur when AV become very common on our roadways.Infrastructure changes that may be made to accommodate Highly Autonomous Vehicles in the future. The safety subcommittee uses the term “modified Health Impact Assessment” to place an emphasis on identifying disproportionate impacts to disadvantaged populations.  A key goal of the HIA is to ensure benefits of automated mobility are equitably distributed and that negative impacts are not disproportionately borne by traditionally marginalized communities. Some questions the HIA may answer are;Would AV Transportation Network Company (TNC) vehicles be more willing to go into a less desirable neighborhoods at night than the current taxi system?What issues are communities experiencing now, and how might AV improve that situation, or make it worse? What are Washingtonian’s concerns about AV, and how can we mitigate those? How might testing of AV technology on public roads disproportionately impact disadvantaged populations?What economic impact would a large reduction in annual fatalities have on our communities? If less land is used for parking, what would happen to that land? Will more convenient transportation mean less walking, and could that increase obesity?How will these impacts change over time?  What might be the impact on bicyclists and pedestrians? What might the impact be on access to health care? Funding:$750,000 in the SFY2019 – 2021 biennium to complete a modified Health Impact Assessment. In addition to the traditional HIA funding, this should include substantial funding for community engagement during all phases of the HIA.  There should be targeted outreach and significant community engagement across the state, from economically disadvantaged communities in urban centers, to rural communities across Washington.  A human centered design consultant with background working with communities of color and other disadvantaged populations should be hired to manage this process.



Discussion Items, 
part 1

• Discussion of Scope of Subcommittee Work and 
Membership

» The same sort of data may apply to multiple things. Car 
route for traffic modeling vs passengers route

» Personally Identifiable Information vs Data
» Should AV data include road sensors or any system that is 

communicating with the vehicle? 
» Should we regulate individual technologies?
» Are we going to consider a security standard?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
When a collision occurs that involves a vehicle equipped with automated vehicle (AV) technology, there is a question if the vehicle’s features were operating in automated mode or if it had driver input.  Establishing this fact is absolutely critical for several reasons to include:Determining liability Eligibility for civil or criminal charges  Determining if the system is operating and responding as designedProvide data for research and public safety purposes      The safety subcommittee had lengthy discussions regarding the data on these event data recorders and the best way for law enforcement or the insurance industry to access it.  The discussions included the potential costs for the equipment and training to capture the data, under what means can the data be obtained (search warrant, consent, from the manufacturer, or implied consent type legislation), and security and privacy concerns. However, the safety subcommittee knows there are discussions and negotiations ongoing at a national level and the federal government has been clear that they aim to establish regulations about what data is being collected and how to share that data. As such, it is a long-term goal of the Safety Subcommittee to continue discussions about access to “black box” data in the context of driver/passenger/public safety as national-level policy is developed.  



Discussion Items, 
part 2

• Discussion of Scope of Subcommittee Work and 
Membership
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a. Who else should be in this room?
b. Manufacturers
c. Public records act expert
d. Technologists
e. Insurance 
f. Paccar (will trucks come first?)
g. SCOPE: 

i. Data and Security

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When a collision occurs that involves a vehicle equipped with automated vehicle (AV) technology, there is a question if the vehicle’s features were operating in automated mode or if it had driver input.  Establishing this fact is absolutely critical for several reasons to include:Determining liability Eligibility for civil or criminal charges  Determining if the system is operating and responding as designedProvide data for research and public safety purposes      The safety subcommittee had lengthy discussions regarding the data on these event data recorders and the best way for law enforcement or the insurance industry to access it.  The discussions included the potential costs for the equipment and training to capture the data, under what means can the data be obtained (search warrant, consent, from the manufacturer, or implied consent type legislation), and security and privacy concerns. However, the safety subcommittee knows there are discussions and negotiations ongoing at a national level and the federal government has been clear that they aim to establish regulations about what data is being collected and how to share that data. As such, it is a long-term goal of the Safety Subcommittee to continue discussions about access to “black box” data in the context of driver/passenger/public safety as national-level policy is developed.  



Next Steps
• Future Work-- Who else should be in this room?

• Manufacturers
• Public records act expert

• Technologists

• Insurance 
• Paccar (will trucks come first?)

• SCOPE: 
– Data and Security
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